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Follow the following suggestions using the appropriate excuse. 1. You can borrow my car, but you have to return it —————— tonight. (by/in/on) 2. We live —————— sea. We can really see that. (by/next/further) 3. My uncle and aunt live ——————- Malaysia. (in/ on/on/further) 4. I don't like it when people watch —————- me. (in/on/s) 5. Please don't throw away
—————— animals. (in/ on/on/further) 6. This picture is likely to look like ——————- other wall. (on/against) 7. She lives ——————— apartment ————— the 6th floor. (in, on/on, in/on, in) 8. Agra ——————- Yamuna. (in/in/on) 9. I did some gardening —————— - weekend. (in/in/in) 10. It can run 1,000 ——————— about 2 minutes. (in/in/in) Answers 1. You
can borrow my car, but you have to get it back by tonight. (By tonight means tonight or earlier) 2. We live by the sea. We can really see that. (If you live near the sea, you may be a few miles away.) 3. My uncle and aunt live in Malaysia. 4. I don't like it when people look at me. 5. Please don't give food to the animals. (When there is no idea of an attack, words thrown and shouting
should be accompanied.) 6. This picture will probably look better on another wall. 7. She lives in an apartment on the 6th floor. 8. Agra is located on the Yamuna River. 9. I did some gardening at weekends. 10. It can run 1000 meters in about 2 minutes. Index the contents of English grammar practice exercises, for the preliminary intermediate and intermediate level In this exercise
you will practice the excuses of the place. Exercise instructions complete each of the following sentences using on, in or on. inside the area or space: in the city, in the sky, in bed in contact with the surface: on the wall, on the table, on the floor next to: at the table, at the bus stop modes of transport: in the car, in the taxi, in helicopter modes of transport: on the bike, on the bus, on
the train, in the subway, on the plane, on the ship in front of the nouns, pertaining to the place or position: from the top, down, in front, at the beginning, at the end, BUT in the middle arrive in the city, country: arrive in London, arrive in a small place: arrive at the station, to the meeting, to , in the office to express to: look at something, point to something, smile at someone's
position. Let's meet at the corner of Portage and Maine. Get out of the elevator to the third floor. The office is on the left.  On, on, on, it's a good idea to write your name -- the back of the envelope. I like to eat sugar and cream and my tea. We had our honeymoon in Paris last year. We live in a city Canada's coast.  in, in, at, on I saw a photograph of our class; Are you this? Trucks
make their deliveries at the back of the store. There's not enough room in the front.  On, in, in, in, this morning, there was a serious accident -- the intersection of Pandora and Douglas. There are so many lovely flowers and fields. Read the keywords and describe the picture using positions and prepositions. places and excuses to carry office, window, door, chair, bookcase, chair,
computer, desk, closet, keyboard, lamp, monitor, mouse, printer, desk Write answers on a piece of paper. Any questions or need help to post the issue on our forum.   Print Exercises To Print Exercises Position Items in the Room Exercise Right Click on the White Space and Choose Print. You can click on the printer icon just below and to the right of the menu button contact us at
the top of the page or copy and paste part of the exercise you want on the word document and then print out on paper. Lessons and exercises that are related To view any of the lessons below click on the link. In on exercise on the pretexts of learning English Position and the arrangement of exercise Prepositions daily life exercises learning the basics of the English dictionary and
how to use dictionaries Click on the following link to the online English dictionary - English lesson Easy Pace Learning Forum - Cram Up - Grammar - Prepositions Prepositions Prepositions Prepositions Prepositions are short words (on, in, c) that usually face nouns (sometimes also in front of gerund). Even advanced English learners find the excuses difficult, as translation 1:1 is
usually not possible. One assumption in your native language may have several translations depending on the situation. There are hardly any rules when to use what excuses. The only way to know the excuses is looking for them in the dictionary, read a lot in English (literature) and study useful phrases by heart (research tips). The following table contains rules for some of the
most commonly used excuses in English: Prepositions - Time Prepositions - Place (Position and Direction) Other important prepositions Exercises on excuses Check our page on the prepositions of location and direction, and then try the grammar exercises below! (Remember: you need to choose the right answer.) Level: Elementary and above Hello! I am Claire, an English
teacher and founder of this site. I can help you speak English more easily! Here are two things for you: 10 main phrases of fluency - Get phrases for easy conversations NEW: Join the English Fluency Club - Get my 2 fluency programs and weekly calls and group lessons Complete sentences below by choosing the right excuses, then click Check to check your answers.
Sometimes, more than one answer is possible. English in Englishpage.com! Follow the sentences below by selecting the right excuses and then click Check to check your answers. Sometimes, more than one answer is possible. Learn English in Englishpage.com! Englishpage.com! preposition of place and position exercises
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